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This thesis addresses the multifaceted and potentially confusing process that 
DoD financial managers use when determining a st:T"Vice member's entitlement to one 
or mOfC of three specific types of housing allowances· Basic Allowance for Quarters 
(BAQ), Variable Housing Allowance (VHA), and Overseas I-lousing Allowance 
(OHA). It has two objectives. The ftrst is to simplifY the detclTIlination process by 
consolidating rules that always lead to the same entitlement, without changing the 
amount to which any member is entitled. This objective is achieved by reducing the 
munber of specific rules by nearly 70 percent tluough consolidation, with no changes 
in costs to the government or benefits to members. The second objective is to 
investigate the feasibility of combining the three types of allowances into a single 
entitlement based only on the member's status as single, married, or divorced or 
separated. Such a combination, with no change in the amounts to which any member 
is entitled, would not simplify the process in any significant way. Combinations of 
allowances that would simplifY the process would necessarily increase amounts paid 
to some members and decrease amounts paid to others • in some cases, very 
substantially. TIle net cost to the government might increase or decrease, depending 
on the particular combined amounts chosen 
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Department of Defense (000) financial managers determine service members' 
enti tlement to a Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) through their interpretation of one or 
more of the 74 rules that are applicable to this process. In determining service members' 
entitlement to a specific type of housing allowance, the 74 rules for BAQ apply in conjunction 
with 38 more rules for the Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) and 17 more rules for the 
Overseas Housing Allowance (OHA). Furthermore, the military services within the DoD use 
separate rules to determine entitlement to HAQ, OHA, and VHA for their members. The 
Army and Air Force share one set of rules, while the Navy and Marine Corps share another 
rhe financial managers tasked with the responsibility for this interpretation have 
various levels of education and experience. While all may have the correct intentions and play 
by the same conditional rules for the uniformed services, the results vary widely because the 
determination processes are multi-faceted and confusing. Also, the processes are labor 
intensive and time consuming for financial management personnel 
Financial managers need easier and simplified processes for determining service 
members' entitlerm.:nt to SAQ, GI·IA, and YHA lbis thesis attempts to provide speedier and 
less cumbersome processes for determining entitlement to nAQ, OHA, and VHA. [t seeks 
to streamline the entitlement requirements determination processes through consolidation 
based on the calculated amounts that would be payable to military members for each 
allowance resulting from the processes. Also, an effort is made to simplify the military 
members' SAQ, 01 Ii\, and VHA into one entitlement based only on the members' status 
category of either single, married, and divorced or separated. 
A. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICY 
The impetus for financial management within the DoD is the DoD Instruction 
7000 ]4, " DoD Financial Management Policy and Procedures" [Ref. I]. Its sphere of 
influence includes all military departments and Defense Agencies as well as field activities 
The financial management policy of the DoD is clearly communicated in this instruction. The 
policy promulgates the use of one organizational-wide regulation for all areas of financial 
management within the 000_ The specific financial management areas governed by the policy 
are accounting, budgeting, education/training, and finance 
Additionally, this instruction delegates the responsibilities within the DoD for its 
Financial Management Policy_ It is the duty of the DoD Comptroller to develop, administer, 
and maintain the organizational-wide regulation for financial management The DoD 
Comptroller is also required to monitor compliance, for which it has exception granting 
authority 
The financial management policy set forth in DoD Instruction 7000.14 establishes 
DoD Instruction 7000.14-R, "DoD Financial Management Regulation (DoDFMR)" [Ref. 
2]. This instruction satisfies the single source organizational-wide Financial Management 
Regulation (FMR) requirement. As before, the applicability of this Instruction is to all 
military departments and Defense Agencies as well as field activities_ The directors, heads, 
and secretaries of all DoD components are responsible for implementation of and compliance 
with the organizational-wide FMR as well as recommendation of changes to it 
The FMR published in DoD Instruction 7000.l4-R specifically addresses the practices, 
principles, procedures, reporting, requirements, standards, and systems that all DoD 
components mU$t U$e in their daily conduct of business to comply with the statutory and 
regulatory requirements fur financial management within the DoD. Thus, its fifteen volumes 
are the governing rules that estahlish and provide for enforcement of 000 fmaneial 
management policy at al[ operational levels. Volume 7, "Military Pay, Policy, and 
Procedures", of this regulation is one basis for this thesis. Specifically, Volume 7, Part A, 
"000 Military Pay and Allowances Entitlements Manual", is critically reviewed as it pertains 
to the regulation for detennining payment ofBAO 
Also, the F:'v1R published in the three volumes of The Joint Federal Travel Regulations 
(JFTR) [Ref. 3] contain hasic statutory regulations concerning the travel and transportation 
allowances for the DoD. Volume I contains the governing rules applicable to all members 
of the Uniformed Services. Thus, Volume 1 is another basis for this thesis. Specifically, 
Volume I, Chapter 8, "VHA in the United States", and Chapter 9, "Station Allowances", are 
critically reviewed as they pertain to the regulation for determining payment of VHA and 
OHA 
B. DEFINITIONS 
This thesis encompasses a wide spectrum of 000 and mili tary unique financial and 
nonfinancial terms. In most cases, understanding the tenninology used is just as taxing as 
comprehending the subject matter. Therefore, the following terms, used throughout this 
thesis, are defined for the purpose of easing understanding. 
Ahsent Withom I eave wh(.-n s(.'lVice members, without the intent to desert, are absent from 
a place of duty without authorization or pennission 
~ - a service member on full-time duty in the active service of the Anned Forces; 
this includes annual and full-time training duty as well as attendance at a designated service 
school 
Advanced Leave - leave granted to a service member that is in advance of that which has 
accrued 
Allowance - a cash payment provided to a service member instead of providing the service 
member with or assigned to government quarters, messing, or the like 
Basic Allowance for Ouarters (BAO) - a cash al,lowance provided to military members who 
are not provided with government quarters (housing) 
Basic Pay - the primary means of compensating military members for services rendered; 
military members are entitled to basic pay while -on active duty; basic pay is paid to military 
members on a regular basis at a rate determined by their rank and length of service 
Civilian - a person who is not serving in the Anned Forces 
Command Soonsored Dependents. dependents residing with service members at duty stations 
outside the continental United States where the dependents are to accompany the member and 
the dependents and member are entitled to station allowances and privileges 
Continental I Jnjted States (CQNl JSl • the 48 contiguous states and the District of Col umbi a 
~..!:nt fDEPN) - the spouse, unmarried child under 21 years of age (including adopted 
child; stepchild If service member is not divorced from stepchild's natural parent; incapacitated 
child if service member provides more than SO percent of that child's support; illegitimate 
child if service members established parentage is hy court order or birth certificate or signed 
statement of parentage; government placed child if service member establishes effective date 
and fact of relationship through documents from the goverrunent agency; college student child 
under 23 years of age if enrolled full-time at an approved educational institution and if service 
member provides more than 50 percent of that child's support and proves such through 
income and expense statements), or a parent or parent-in-law (induding step and adoptive) 
of a service member whose dependency on the service member has been established by an 
Armed Forces Secretary or one i!l lOgJ ~ if he or she acted in that capacity for a 
continuous five year period prior to service memher's twenty-first birthday 
Duty Station - the place where service members are assigned to perform regular duties or 
assigned duties 
Enlisted Member - a service member who is conscripted or enlisted into military service in the 
uniformed services 
Entitlement - a service member's legal right to receive military pay and allowances 
Erroneous Payment a pa)TIlcot 10 a serviee member for military pay and allowances that the 
service member has no legal right 10 receive 
Excess Leave - leave granted to a service member that is in excess of the leave which has 
accrued or been advanced 
FamilY. Separation Allowance (f2A) - an allowance paid to service members with legal 
dependents serving a tour of duty which does not pennit command sponsored dependents or 
when a member perfonns temporary duty away from a penn anent duty station where 
dependents are authorized 
~ - field exercises and training that requires subsistence in a government mess and 
living in· government provided accommodations; includes survival training for service 
memher students and government contracted subsistence and quarters when designated by 
an Armed Forces service official 
Financial Management - the management of the acquisition, utilization, and accounting for 
financial resources for the unifonned services; this includes planning, measuring, and 
expending financial resources to maximize efficiency or effectiveness 
Financial Management Officer - an Armed Forces officer who is responsible and held 
accountable for public funds; this encompasses collection and disbursement and includes 
hasic pay and allowances 
Government Messing - any form of meals the govemment makes available to or are consumed 
hy service members; includes government provided meals where officers pay a surcharge 
Government Ouarters - any sleeping accommodations or family-type (FT) and single-type 
(ST) housing that are owned, leased, or contracted by the U. S, Government; includes 
transient facilities and quarters provided by foreign governments at the request of the U, S. 
Govemment and quarters at state owned National Guard camps; the quarters provided must 
be adequate for the rank of the military members and the number of dependents 
Lost Time - a time period not included in determining the cumulative years of service for 
service membeTs 
Member with Dependents - a service member who is entitled to aHowances at the with-
dependents rate and/or authorized to have dependents at a pennanent duty station outside the 
CONUS 
Member without Dependents - a service member who is entitled to allowances at the without-
dependents rate and/or is not authorized command sponsored dependents at a pennanent duty 
station outside the CONUS 
Non Command Sponsored Dep_endents - dependents residing with a service member who is 
on duty at a location outside the CONUS although they were not authorized to acompany the 
member and, as such, are not entitled to housing or other station privileges 
Officer Member - a service member in the Armed Forces who has either a commission or 
warrant for service 
Overseas Housing Allowance (OHA) - a cash allowance provided to military members 
assigned to pennanent duty outside the CONUS who are not provided with or assigned to 
goverrunent quarters 
~~ - when a service member is paid more than that which he or she has a legal right 
to be paid 
Permanent Change of Station (PCS) - the transfer ofa service member through the issue of 
competent orders from an old permanent duty station to a new permanent duty station 
Pennanent Duty Station (PDS) - the official place where a service member performs regular 
duties on a permanent basis 
Physical Evaluation Board (PEB) - a board conducted to determine the medicaUmental 
condition of a service member 
Rental Ceiling - the maximum amount of money the Anned Forces will authorize for payment 
to service members for rent in a particular location or housing area 
Residence - any type of housing where the service members and/or their dependents actually 
live 
Separation - when service members are either discharged or released from active duty, retire 
from active duty, or die while on active duty 
Sharer - individuals who share payment of ownership or rental expenses for housing; a 
member's dependents are not considered sharers, but members entitled to OHA and VHA are 
so considered; federal civilian employees are considered for OHA purposes 
Unaccompanied Tour - any part ofa service member's duty tour at a PDS located outside 
CONUS when the member's dependents establish a pennanent residence inside CONUS or 
when an established tour of duty does not permit command sponsored dependents 
Uniformed Services ~ the United States Air Force, Army, Manne Corps, Navy, Coast Guard, 
Public Health Service, and Environmental Science Services Administration 
United States (lJSA) - the 48 contiguous states and the District of Columbia plus Alaska and 
Hawaii 
Variable Housin," Allowance CVHA) - a cash allowance provided to military members who 
art: receiving BAQ and are not assigned and do not occupy goverrunent quarters; VHA is 
designed to lessen the impact of higher lodging cost incurred by service members and/or their 
dependents when they reside in any of the geographical locations designated as high cost 
.Yi..ru!!..\y - an overseas country, possession, state, city, or territory in which a service member's 
PDS is located 
10 
[I. BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS 
BAQ is an entitlement paid to service members on active duty who are not provided 
and assigned adequate government quarters, be the quarters single type (ST) or family Iype 
(FT) The Commanding Officer (or designated reprerentative) of the Base, Installation, Post, 
or Station makes both the assigrunent and termination of government quarters, The 
Commanding Officer also determines when government quarters arc adequate or not adequate 
for assignment to service members 
The amount paid to service members is detennined by the current pay grade in which 
they are serving. The rate for each pay grade is published by the DoD for distribution to its 
components. The published rates are updated to reflect both decreases and im;rcascs as they 
may occur. Also, the amount paid to service members is based on their status with or without 
dependents. Service members with dependents are paid an amount greater than those without 
dependents 
DoD financial managers dt..1:ermine what amount of BAO a service member will 
receive They are !:,'Uided in this endeavor by Volume 7, Pan .1\., (,"If the DoD Instruction 
7000.14-R, "DoD Military Pay and Allowances Entitlements Manual", [Ref 2]. Pan Three 
of this manual govt..'TTIs allowances paid to service members Chapter T\vo in Part Three 
specifically covers BAQ 
Chapter Two is a myriad of regulations, requirements, and rules It is the foundation 
from which the financial management officer will determine what amount of 8AO to pay the 
service members. Here is where a critical review of the determination process for BAO will 
be conducted.· All service members can be placed into three categories: single, married, and 
divorced or separated. Therefore, these categories are the parameters for this critical review 
II 
A. SrNGLE 
Service members are categorized as single if they have never been married and have 
no dependents , Single service members are entitled to receive BAQ at the without-
dependents rate (BAQ-WO) for the particular pay grade in which they are serving As of 
1995, the BAQ-WO rates by pay grade are listed in Table 2.1 [Ref. 2] 
The flow charts (Figures 2. J through 2.16) that follow detail the rules applicable in 
determining payment ofBAQ-WO to single service members 
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Single service members are usually provided or assigned to single-type govenunent 
quarters (STGQ). As such, these single service members are not entitled to receive the fuU 
rate of BAQ-WO. Instead, these single service members are entitled to receive a panial 
amount ofBAQ (BAQ-P) . Also, when single service members are assigned to field or sea 
duty, they are not entitled to receive the full rate ofBAQ-WO. Again, instead, these single 
service members are entitled to receive BAQ-P. As of 1995, the BAQ-P rates by pay grade 
are listed in Table 2.2 [Ref 2] 
The following flow charts (Figures 2.17 and 2.1 S) stipulate the number of rules 
applicable in determining payment ofBAQ-P to single service members 
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B. MARRIED 
Service members are categorized as married if they have a lawful spouse and a 
marriage contracted in accordance with the laws for the jurisdiction in which it was 
performed. This category includes both members married to other service members and 
members married to civilians. Married service members are entitled to receive BAQ at the 
with-dependents rate (BAQ-W) for the particular pay grade in which they are serving 
However, members married to members, who have no other dependents, are not entitled to 
BAQ-W They may be paid BAQ-WO if otherwise entitled. As of 1995, the BAQ-W rates 
by pay grade are listed in Table 2.3 [Ref. 2] 
The following flow charts (Figures 2.19 through 2.23) stipulate the number of factors 
applicable in determining payment ofBAQ-W to married service members 
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excess-leave unless anbcipated 
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Figure 2, 20. BAQ Married. After Ref 12J 
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Figure 2.22 . BAO Married_ After Ref [2] 
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member and DEPNs do not 
lemporarily occupy go...ernmenl 
quarters: but they may 
lempollilrily occupy government 
quarters assigned to another 
member for less than 90 days 
atsamelocation 
~ 
I SelVlCe , ~ 
t 
Figure 2.23 BAQ Married. After Ref. [2] 
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Lastly, the payment ofBAQ-P also applies to married servictl mtlmbers, See Table 
2.2 for the rates payable, Thtl following flow chart stipulates the rules applicable in 
dctennining the payment of BAQ-P to marricd servictl members. 
~'I'<fT"..,enlQu,,".~ 
p"' ... _ t'- FTII<'''*''"'''''''' 
_ ,:." . ... rot ... ij;_ 
~I=~ .. ~~~~~~ ,'~ "''''''' •• ""CE~ ''''01''''' t""n "", .poo~ .nd i • ... igneatoSTGalrote rot .... ,- , ... " .. ~ ~n.ntq""n.,.) 
,,,113 , 
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C. DIVORCED OR SEPARATED 
Service members are categorized as divorced or separated if they have by legal and 
binding means dissolved their marriage or if they have by a legally binding agreement 
separated from their spouse, This includes legal written agreements, court decrees, 
judgements, and orders. Divorced or separated service members are entitled to receive BAQ 
at either the BAQ-WO or BAQ-W rates for the particular pay grade in which they are 
serving. Again refer to Tables 2, I and 2.3 for these rates 
The following flow charts (Figures 2,25 through 2.28) stipulate the number of rules 




contribut9d . m.mbers may 
rec.,,,,, maximum of BAQ·W 
and minimum of BAQ·OIFF 
Isee ne:.;tsec1ion); proof of 
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increas. d a llowances. TheOEPNsmust 
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hom.c;,nnotbeadded"'childslIppontn 
quaiify for increased aJowances 
Figure 2.25 BAQ Divorced or Separated , Mer Ref f21 
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__ ~I 1 ~ 
8~~~~~:. i;~E:~Y, I 
,.,quisite support, lI1e ENT 
10 BAO·W wlillransfer 10 
Figure 2.26. BAQ Divorced or Separated. After Ref. [2) 
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Figure 2.28, BAQ Divorced or Separated. After Rcf [2j 
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However, on 5 December 1991, a limitation on the amount of BAQ payable to 
divorced or separated members receiving the allowance solely on the basis of their payment 
of child support went into effect. It states members authorized to receive BAQ solely for 
payment of child support are limited to an amount equal to the difference between the BAQ-
W and BAQ-WO rates for the member's pay grade, This difference is referred to as the BAQ-
Difference (BAQ-DIFF) As of 1995, the BAQ-DIFF rates by pay grade are listed in Table 
2.4 [Ref 2] 
The following flow chart (Figure 2.29) stipulates the rules applicable in determining 
payment ofBAQ-D1FF to divorced or separated service members. 
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Basic Allowance For Quaners 
Difference 
1995 



















E- 9 144,60 
E- 8 135,00 
E-7 156,60 








Se",,,,, Member authori zed to ",ce,w 
BAQsc le ly byrtlllsoo ol paymeolof 
child support a ndrtlqui rtlm enl is 
docum ented e it1 a r by ccurt order or 
~~ ::~:~ ::IB:::~~:~:ld::: 
DEPN(s) j nd jca~ng custodiao's 
willi ng ne&s1D accepl s upport 
payment 
Figure 2.29. BAQ Divorced or Separated. Atler Ref. [2] 
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so 
m. VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE 
VHA is an additional entitlement paid to service members on active duty who are 
receiving BAQ and arc not assigned or occupy jointly with their dependents adequate 
government quarters, be the quarters single type (ST) or family type (FT). The purpose of 
VHA is to assist service members and/or their dependents who reside in geographical 
locations that have been designated as high cost areas in paying their housing costs. There 
are approximately 321 designated high cost areas in the United States and 26 are located in 
California Service members are required annually to identify their housing costs through a 
certification process with their Commanding Officer (or designated representative) in order 
to be paid VHA 
The maximum rate ofVHA for each housing area and pay grade is decided by the Per 
Diem, Travel and Transportation Allowance Committee (PDTATAC), 000 [Ref 3]. The 
VHA rates are published annually and are updated to reflect both decreases and increases as 
they may oa:Uf, The amount paid to scnice members is determined by the current pay grade 
in which they are serving, their status with or without dependent~, and other facto rs. Service 
members with dependent~ are paid an amount greater than those without dependents 
When service members' authorized VHA plus BAQ exceed their actual ownership or 
rental expenses, the VHA payable to the members will be computed at an offset rate. The 
amount of the offset rate will not exceed the maximum YHA rate for the particular pay grade 
and housing area. And, if the member~' housing expenses are equal to or exceed the sum of 
the members' maximum VHA rate plus the authorized BAQ rate, the offset computation does 
not apply. The \fHA offset rate is computed by comparing the actual ownership or rental 
expenses reported by the service member to the sum of the authorized VHA and BAQ rate 
for the members' pay grade and housing area, If the actual expenses are less than the sum, 
5] 
the members' authorized VHA will be reduced by 50 percent of the difference between the 
actual expenses and the sum of the authorized VHA and BAQ rate for the members' pay 
grade and housing area 
A Standard UtilitylMaintenance Expense (SUIME) is used in computing VIlA The 
SUIME rates are determined and published by the PDTATAC , There is a SlIlME rate for 
each designated high cost area, each pay grade, and each status with or without dependents 
For examples, the SUfME rates for housing in Monterey, California, by pay grade and status 
of service members without and with dependents, are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively 
[Ref 3] 
In addition, when a service member entitled to VHA resides with one or more sharer, 
the VHA payable to the member will be computed at an offset rate. Again, the amount of the 
offset rate will not exceed'the member's maximum VHA rate for the panicular pay grade and 
housing area, When members married to members maintain joint residences, they are not 
considered as sharers for this purpose 
This VHA offset rate is computed by combining the BAQ and VHA amounts of each 
member sharer to arrive at the member's housing income (HI). Then the member's housing 
expense (HE) is computed by combining the total ownership or rental expenses and the 
SU/ME rate with dependents, divided by the number of sharers, The member's authorized 
VHA is reduced by 50 percent of the difference between the fll minus the HE. If the member 
sharer's HE is equal to or greater than the HI, the memher is entitled to the full amount of 
VHA for the particular pay grade and housing area. Ifmembers married to members maintain 
a joint residence with others as sharers, each member is considered a sharer for this purpose 
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Housing Area, Monterey, California 
Variable Ilollsing Allowance 
Standard UtilityfMaintenance Expense 
Without Dependents 
1995 



















E- 9 173.63 
E - 8 161.18 
E-7 152.]3 
E - 6 133,27 
E-5 110,61 






Housing Area, Monterey, California 
Variable Housing Allowance 
Standard UtilitylMaintenance Expense 
With Dependents 
1995 
PAY GRADE RATE 
0-10 31986 
0-9 319.86 
















E -9 263.02 
E - g 245.15 
E -7 251.69 
E -6 225.08 
E-5 182.12 
E -4 142.38 
E - J 99.59 




1)00 financ ial managers determine what amount of VHA a service member will 
receive. They are guided in this by Volume I of The JFIR [Ref 31. It govems travel and 
transponation al lowances paid to service memhers. Chapter Eight in Volume I specifically 
covers VHA Chapter Eight is a myriad of regulations, requirements, and rules. It is the 
foundation from which the financial management officer will determine what amount ofVHA 
to pay the service members. Here is where a critical review of the determination process for 
VHA will be conducted. All service members can be placed into three categories: single, 
married, and divorced or separated Therefore, these categories are Ihe parameters for this 
critical review 
A. SINGLE 
Service members arc categorized as single if they have never been married and have 
no dependents_ Single service members are entitled to receive VHA at the without-
dependents rate (VHA-WO) for the particular pay grade in which they are serving. For an 
example, as of 1995 for housing in Monterey, California, the maximum VHA-WO rates by 
pay grade are listed in Table 3.3 [Ref 3] 
rhe following flow charts (Figures 3. I and 3.2) stipulate the number of rules 
applicable in determining payment ofVHA-WO to single service members 
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HOllsing Area, Monterey, California 
Variable Housing Allowance 
Without Dependents 
1995 
PAY GRADE RATE 
0-10 328.34 
0 - 9 328.34 
0-8 328.34 
0- 7 328.34 
0-6 390.14 
0-' 386.65 
0-4 434 .95 
0-) 305.54 
0- 2 272.96 
0-1 237.37 
0-3E 372.33 
0- 2E 286.60 
O-IE 248 .19 





E -9 321.40 
E-8 315.79 
E- 7 292.93 
E -6 234.78 
E-' \89.72 
E -4 172.44 
E-) 169.17 
E -2 152.38 
E-I 135 .77 
Table 3.3 . 
'6 
entitled to an offset rate based on 
location from which member is 
ordered to active duty beginning 
on the day member is entitled to 
SAO and terrrinating the day 
before member arrives at duty 
station prescribed in active duty 
orders 















Figure 3.2. VHA Single. After Ref. [3] 
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B. MARRIED 
Service members arc categorized as married if they have a lawful spouse and a 
marriage contracted in accordance with the law~ for the juri~diction in which it was 
perfonncd. This category includes both members married to members and members married 
to civilians_ Married sen.'ice members are entitled to receive VHA at the with-dependents ralC 
(VHA-W) for the particular pay grade in which they are scrving. However, members married 
to members, who have no other dependents, are not entitled to VHA-W. For an example, as 
of 1995 for housing in Monterey, California, the maximum YHA-W rales by pay grade are 
listed in Table 3.4 [Ref 3] 
The following flow charts (Figures 3.3 through 3.9) stipulate the number afrules 
applicable in determining payment ofYHA-W to married service members 
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Housing Area, Monterey, California 
Variable Housing Allowance 
With Dependents 
1995 
PAY GRADE RATE 
0-10 404.18 
0-9 404.18 













W-3 425 .02 
W - 2 408.19 
W-I 455.60 
E -9 423.59 
E - 8 417.88 
E-7 421.63 
E- 6 344.97 
E- , 271.76 
E-4 246.96 
E-3 229.68 
E- 2 242.52 
E- I 242.52 
Table 3.4 
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Figure 3.3. VHA Married After Ref. (31 
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entitled to BAa and 
permanent government £ q",rt.ffi',"Oot assigned or occupied jointly with DEPNs 
role 4 ruleS l 
I 
married to another married to another 
member and neither 
member has DEPNs 














the member clailTing 
the DEPNs is entitled 
to VHA-W and the 
other member is 
entitled to VHA-WO 
1------
rule 6 ... 
ai:o~~~ga~~~t~ ~o~: p~rt I 
ofthe ship or olherfleet 
unitto which the member 
Figure3A V1-IAMarried. After Ref [3] 
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~,,~ exceed 60 dilys 
~""" ~""ce Member 
fo,rul"9.,,,o"';dedthe 
membe,;s e ntiliedtoBAQon 
behalf althe DEPNs: ENT 
stops on 91st day and 
member is entitled to on ly one 
VI-IA-Wpre~~bedfofthe 
Figure 3.5 . VHA Married. After Ref [3J 
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Figure ).6 VHA Married. After Ref. [3 ] 
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' 5 aSSIgned 10 a PDSQUffiid 
CONUS and DEPNs.eside 
inside CONUS oris 
aSSIgned to PDS in CONUS 
and OEPNs reside outsJde 
CONUS 
Enli~emenl I l:1"" "" Tables3.4 o, J3 
\ 
DEP" ",," CON"j enMedlo VHA-W based on 
ralefo.tneIfIOC3tionan,' 
DEPNs ouffiide CONUS 
enl,ted 10 VHA-WO based 
on.alefo.PDS 
S,m" Service Member 
I 
~o---' Entitiement I 
Exists 
enti~ed 10 an cllsel.ate based on 
location of OEPNsbe~nningonthe 
day membefls enti~ed to BAa ( if 
DEPNs outside CONUS then rate 
WI ll be delenTinedin the same 
manner as member WIthout DEPNs) 
and lerminates on the day before 
member arrives at ,ni tial PDS 
Figure 3.7. VHAMarried After Ref. [3 ] 
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for rule 16, ENT is for 180 
days maximum at the rate 
applicable to the member's 
POS unless the Secretary 







be based on the location 
of the OEPNs 
Figure3.8 VHAMarried_ After Ref [3] 
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member's PDS 
private quarters at 
personal expense, but 
not to exceed 6 months 
Figurc3 .9 VHAMarried After Ref [3] 
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C. DIVORCED OR SEPARATED 
Service members are categorized as divorced or separated if they have by legal and 
binding means dissolved their marriage or if they have by a legally binding agreement 
separated from their spouse. This includes legal written agreements, court decrees, 
judgements, and orders. Divorced or separated service members are entitled to receive VHA 
at ei ther the VHA-WO or YHA-W rates for ~he particular pay grade in which they are 
serving_ Again, refer to Tables ] .] and ].4 for these rates 
The following flow charts (Figures ] .10 through ] .14) stipulate the number ofmles 




enti~ed to BAO-W or 
BAO-WO plus BAO-OIFF 
solely for child support and 
Figure 3.10. VHA Divorced or Separated. After Ref [31 
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member without DEPNs is entitled 
to offuet rate based on location 
from which member is ordered 10 
active duty beginning on Ihe day 
member is entitled to BAO and 
terminates the day before member 
arrives at duty station prescribad 
intha activaduty orders 
rate based on location ofDEPNs 
beginning on the day member is 
entitled to BAQ (if DEPNs outside 
CONUS then rate will be deterrrunad 
in the salT18 manner as member 
without DEPNs) and terlTllnates onthe 
daybeiore member arnves at inrtial 
PDS 
Figure 3_11_ VHA Divorced or Separated. After Ref [31 
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who has phl'Slcal custody tor 
more than 90 consecutive 
days (a break of live days o r 
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custody of DEPNs for more 
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Figure 3. 13 VHA Divorced or Separated. After Ref. [31 
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Figure 3 . 14 
is ordered to move into 
government quarters prior to 
expirat ion of lease on private 
quarters, provided the 
member is required to hono r 
the lease, but not to exceed 
30 days 
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After Ref [3 ] 
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IV. OVERSEAS HOUSlliGALLOWANCE 
OHA is an entitlement paid to service members on active duty who are assigned to 
permanent duty stations (POS) outside the C01\'1JS and live in privately leased or owned 
quarten. The purpose ofOHA is to assist service memhers in paying their housing costs 
Service members are required to complete an individual Overseas Housing Allowance Report 
(DO Form 2367) in order to be paid OHA The DD Form 2367 is then submitted through 
the appropriate channels for approval The form is also used to change, correct, start, or stop 
the entitlement 
The amounts paid to service members are determined by the current pay grades in 
which they are serving, the utility/recurring maintenance allowance (UiRl\1A), and the rental 
ceiling (RC) for the locations urlheir PDS . The UlRMA and RC rates for each overseas 
location are decided by the Per Diem, Travel and Transportation Allowance Committee 
(PDTAT AC) Appendix K ofThe JFTR rRef. 3] lists all rates necessary for computing OHA 
Currently, there are 70 countries and/or territories listed, which contain the rales for the cities 
and provinces. The rates are updated to reflect both decreases and increases as they may 
occur. Also, the amount paid to service members is based on their status with or without 
dependents. Service members with dependents are paid an amount greater than those without 
dependents 
There are two types of OHA payable to service members: a move in housing 
allowance (MIRA) and a monthly allowance. The MlHA is a fixed rate, one time payment 
made to members that covers the average costs of move-in expenses to make a dwelling 
habitable. MIHA also covers one time nonrefundable charges and security related expenses 
Thc monthly allowance is calculated by comparing the sum of the member's rent (which 
cannot exceed the RC for the PDS) plus the U/R.\1A to the BAQ or Family Separation 
7S 
Allowance - Type I (FSA-I) that the member is entitled to. The difference between the 
member's BAQ or FSA-I and the sum becomes the member's authorized OHA 
When service members entitled to OHA reside with one or more sharer, the OHA 
payable to the members will be computed by adding the lesser of the member's prorated share 
of the rental expenses or the member's maximum RC for herlhis pay grade and duty station 
to the prorated monthly U/RMA The difference between the member's BAQ or FSA-l and 
this sum becomes the member's authorized OHA 
DoD financial managers determine what amount of OHA a service member will 
receive. They are guided in this endeavor by Volume I of The JFlR [Ref. 3]. It governs 
travel and transportation allowances paid to service members. Chapter Nine in Volume I 
specifically covers OHA. Chapter Nine is a myriad of regulations, requirements, and rules 
It is the foundation from which th.e financial management officer will detennine what amount 
ofOHA to pay service members. Here is where a critical review of the determination process 
for OHA will be conducted. All service members can be placed into three categories: single, 
manied, and divorced or separated Therefore, these categories are the parameters for this 
critical review 
A. SINGLE 
Service members are categorized as single if they have never been married and have 
no dependents. Single service members are entitled to receive OHA at the without-
dependents rate (OHA-WO) for the part icular pay grade in which they are serving. For 
examples, as of 16 DEC 94 for a housing area in Okinawa, Japan and I JAN 9S for a housing 
area in Rota, Spain the U/RMA and RC rates by pay grade for OHA-WO are listed in Tables 
4.1 and 4 .2 [Ref. 3] 
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Housing Area, Okinawa, Japan 
Overseas Housing Allowance (in dollars) 
Without Dependents 
16 Dec 94 
PAY GRAD[ lJ/RMA !!£ 
0- 10 232.00 2183.00 
0- 9 232.00 2183.00 
0- 8 232.00 21 8JOO 
0-7 232.00 218),00 
0-6 232,00 218300 
0-5 232,00 2183.00 
0-4 232.00 2183.00 
0 - 3 232.00 1363,00 
0-2 232.00 1272.00 
0- 1 232.00 1181.00 
0 JE 232,00 218),00 
0 2E 232.00 1363 .00 
O-IE 232.00 1272.00 
W-5 232,00 2 183.00 
W -4 232,00 2183 .00 
W-3 232,00 1363.00 
W-2 232,00 1272.00 
W - l 232 ,00 1212.00 
E- 9 232,00 19 10,00 
E - 8 232 .00 1636,00 
E -7 232,00 1363,00 
E- 6 232.00 136),00 
E- 5 232,00 1090,00 
E - 4 232,00 792,00 
E - 3 232.00 782.00 
E -2 232.00 782.00 
E-1 232 ,00 7&2,00 
MTHA - $95600 
Climate Code - 3 
Exchange Rate - $.01 0101 
Table 4, 1 
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Housing Area, Rota, Spain 
Overseas Housing Allowance (in dollars) 
Without Dependents 
I Jan 95 
PAYGRA.DE UIRMA !!£ 
0-10 168.00 93600 
0 - 9 168,00 936.00 
0- , 168,00 936.00 
0-7 168.00 936.00 
0-6 168.00 936.00 
0-5 168,00 936.00 
0-4 168,00 835.00 
0-3 168,00 769,00 
0-2 168.00 734 .00 
0-1 168,00 584 .00 
0-3E 168,00 835.00 
0-2E 168.00 769 ,00 
0-IE 168.00 734.00 
W-' 168.00 835.00 
W-4 168.00 835.00 
W-3 168.00 769.00 
W-2 168.00 734.00 
W-I 168.00 734.00 
E - 9 16800 668 .00 
E -, 168.00 547.00 
E-7 168.00 54500 
E - 6 168,00 536.00 
E -, 168,00 536.00 
E - 4 168,00 527.00 
E-3 168.00 501.00 
E -2 168.00 501.00 
E-I 168,00 50100 
MIHA - $476,00 
Climate Code - 2 
Exchange Rate - $.007424 
Table 4 ,2. 
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The following flow chart (Figure 4, I) stipulates the rult:s applicable in detennining payment 
of OHA-WO to single service members 
~ ~~~~~~I ~~~nU~i~~ L-~ 
the CONUS 
~
ru~ I r'ru='.:.:3CJ~---, 
l __ Entitlement l -~~~~­Eloists,See 
Table for area 
Figure 4, I OJ-LA Single, After Ref [3] 
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B. MARRIED 
Service members are categorized as married if they have a lawful spouse and a 
marriage contracted in accordance with the laws for the jurisdiction in which it was 
perfonned_ This category includes both members married to members and members married 
to civilians_ Married service members are entitled to receive OHA at the with-dependents rate 
(OHA-W) for the particular pay grade in which they are serving. However, members married 
to members, who have no other dependents, are not entitled to OHA-W. They may be paid 
OHA-WO if otherwise entitled. For examples, as of 16 DEC 94 for a housing area in 
Okinawa, Japan and as of 1 JAN 95 for a housing area in Rota, Spain, the UfRMA and RC 
rates by pay grade for OHA-W are listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 [Ref. 3] 
The following flow charts (Figures .4.2 through 4.4) stipulate the number ofmles 
applicable in determining payment ofOHA-W to married service members 
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Housing Area, Okinawa, Japan 
Overseas Housing Allowance (in dollars) 
With Dependents 
16Dec94 
PAY GRADE UIRME ru; 
0-10 232.00 2425 .00 
0-9 232.00 242500 
0-8 232.00 2425 .00 
0 - 7 232.00 2425.00 
0- 6 232.00 2425 .00 
0-5 232.00 2425.00 
0-4 232.00 2425.00 
0-3 232.00 ]51 4.00 
0 - 2 232.00 1413.00 
0-1 232.00 1312.00 
0-3£ 232.00 2425.00 
0- 2E 232.00 1514.00 
0-IE 232 ,00 14 13 .00 
W-5 23200 2425.00 
W-4 232 ,00 2425 .00 
W-3 232.00 1514.00 
W-2 232.00 1413.00 
W -I 232,00 ]413 ,00 
E - 9 232,00 2122.00 
E - 8 232,00 IRI800 
E-7 232,00 ]514,00 
E -6 232 ,00 1514.00 
E-5 232.00 ]211.00 
E-4 232,00 8RO.OO 
E - 3 232 ,00 869 .00 
E-2 232 ,00 86900 
E-I 232 ,00 869,00 
MIHA - $956.00 
Climate Code - 3 
Exchange Rate - $.010 10 I 
Table 4.3 
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Housing Area, Rota, Spain 
Overseas Housing Allowance (in dollars) 
With Dependents 
1 Jan 95 
PAY GRADE UIRME !!£ 
0 -10 168,00 1040.00 
a ~9 168.00 1040.00 
a ~ 8 168,00 1040,00 
a ~ 7 168.00 1040.00 
O~6 168,00 1040.00 
O~ 5 168,00 1040,00 
O~4 168.00 928.00 
a ~ J 168,00 854.00 
a ~2 168.00 816.00 
a ~ I 168,00 649.00 
0-3E 168.00 928.00 
0-2E 168,00 854.00 
0-IE 168.00 816.00 
W~5 168.00 928.00 
W ~4 168.00 928.00 
W~J 168.00 854.00 
W ~ 2 168.00 816.00 
W~ I 168.00 816.00 
E ~ 9 \68.00 742.00 
E ~ 8 168.00 608.00 
E ~ 7 168.00 605.00 
E~6 \68.00 595 .00 
E ~ 5 168.00 595 .00 
E ~ 4 \68.00 58600 
E ~ J \68.00 557.00 
E ~ 2 168.00 557.00 
E ~ I 168.00 557.00 
MlHA - $476.00 
Climate Code - 2 












w",,,q",'~"" "''''d,,, I 
non command sponsored 
DEPNs and adequate 
government quarters are not 
available/or assignment or 
inadequate government I 
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Table/or area 
Figure 4.2. OHA.'v1arricd. After Ref. [31 
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I elects to serve an 
1
"""'°",,"""0"'''' PDS Where DEPN restricted 
~ours are nOl_ prescribed but 
Isaccompanredor}Olnedby 
DEPNs 
I E""'~"' Exists, See Table for area 
Figure 4.3. OHA Married . After Ref. [3]. 
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,,;;;;,~ 
servl~:r I L-T 
- - - - -I. PDSoutslde f-. ----, 
CONUS ~--;;;;;;.~ 
the member may continue 
10 rece;lIe OHAfor the 
sameper i(ld member 
reCfl iliesBAQnotto 
exceed a maximumof30 
days 
rUleS 
In afield duty or sea duty 
staluswhenadequlIle 
government quarters are 
aVilllable for assignment or 
inadequa.tegovernment 
quartfHS are used 
Figure 4.4 OHA Married. After Ref [3] 
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C. DIVORCED OR SEPARATED 
Service members are categorized as divorced or separated if they have by legal and 
binding means dissolved their marriage or if they have by a legally binding agreement 
separated from their spouse. This includes legal written agreements, court decrees, 
judgements, and orders. Divorced or separated service members are entitled to receive aHA 
at either the OHA-WO or OHA-W rates for the particular pay grade in which they are 
serving. Again, refer to Tables 4.1 through 4.4 for these rates. 
The following flow charts (Figures 4.5 and 4.6) stipulate the number of rules 
applicable in detennining payment of either OHA-WO or OHA-W to divorced Of separated 
service members 
'6 




~ I ~~;\I~;i;e , 
_ ___ L---_ 
I WhodOe:noth~VIl 
legalcLJStody ~nd 
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I ,o .. o:".~ I legal custody 
I andD~~~IOf I 
r~ L-_ __ --->!. , Ta!,:t:}:,e42 "-------' 
far8red 
Figure 4.5 OHA Divorced or Separated After Ref [3) 
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~ 
itl;:~:" 11 1~"'1- CONUS N'" I 
."" .. , ~N' ~ ~P;':h"'"' I 
unaccompanied tour construCledunderthe 
bulisaccompanied Rental Guarantee 
by orjcined by HouSlngPro~amor 
DEPNs Government owned 
Figure 4_6 
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V. STREAMLINING THE DETERMINATION PROC[SS[S 
Kow that the rules for BAQ, VHA, and OHA have been diagramed into flow charts, 
the next step is to streamline the determination processes for each entitlement. Each rule, 
for all three allowances, is critically reviewed for the three status categories, single, married, 
and divorced or separated Here the purpose is to simplify the determination processes by 
consolidating the rules within each entitlement 
The rules within each entitlement that lead to payment of an allowance conclude at 
a specific table, The tables contain thc maximum rates payable to a particular category of 
service members. In simplifying the determination processes, the rules are flTSt sorted by 
their reference to a particular rate table for payment, by their determination that no 
entitlement exists, or by their determination that both possibilities exists. For example, rules 
2 and 3 in Figure 2.1 both lead to payments found in Table 2.1 . After sorting, the 
characteristics of each rule are revlC\ved for similarities that may facilitate consolidation. For 
example, rules 11 and 12 in Figure 2.6 have a shared characteristic that centers around a 
hospital. If a rule cannot be consolidated through this process, it will remain unchanged 
Also, it is important to note that in both sorting and consolidating, no rule is altered 
in any fashion that would lead to a change in its intent as prescribed in the 000 Military Pay 
and Allowances Entitlements ManuallRef 2J and The loint Federal Travel Regulations [Ref 
3]. That means this streamlining process does not change any service member's entitlement 
to BAQ, VHA, or OHA that presently exists nor does it create any additional entitlements to 
BAQ, VHA, or OHA Thus, this streamlining process does not alter the current payments 
of entitlements It is cost-neutral for both the DoD and the service members, although it could 
save the DoD some administrative costs 
A. BAQ 
Tables 2. I through 2.4 list the rates applicable for payment of BAQ to service 
members. Single service members (SSMs) not assigned to government quarters are only 
entitled to the rates in Table 2.1, while SSMs assigned to single type govenunent quarters 
(STGQ) are only entitled to the rates in Table 2.2. Married service members (MSMs), 
including members married to members, may be entitled to the rates in Tables 2.1 through 
2.3, and divorced or separated service members (DSSMs) may be entitled to any of the rates 
in Tables 2. 1 through 2.4 
An important factor in the 29 rules in the determination process for payment ofBAQ 
to SSMs is whether or not the members are assigned to or occupy govenunent quarters other 
than temporarily. It is a conunon factor in 19 out of39 situations that result in no payment 
ofthe BAQ-WO rates because the members, are assigned to or occupy adequate govenunent 
quarters, other than temporarily. Not surprisingly, the most conunon condition throughout 
the 29 rules that leads to payment of BAQ.WO rates is the nonassigrunent to adequate 
govenunent quarters In fact, only rules 16, 20, and 21 (Figures 2.9 and 2. 11) have no 
condition related to government quarters. As a result, the determination process for payment 
of BAQ-WO can be streamlined to just five rules. Rules 16,20, and 21 would remain 
unchanged and the other 26 rules would be consolidated into two rules diagramed in Figure 
5.1 
Some SSMs are entitled to receive BAQ-P. The most common condition throughout 
the eight rules that lead to payment ofBAQ-P rates is the assignment to STGQ or the like 
In fact, of the three remaining rules that lead to no payment of BAQ-P rates, only rule I 
(Figure 2.17) has no condition related to STGQ. SO, the II rules in the determination 
proce~~ for payment of BAQ-P can be streamlined into two conditions that can be 
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consolidated with the two new rules concerning payment ofBAQ-WO in figure 5.1. This 
is possible because SSMs entitled to basic pay (salary) are entitled to either BAQ-WO or 
BAQ-P 
- sTr;Qi;------1 
not assigned and does not 
occupy govemment quarters 
(Includi ng STGQ, family-type 
quarters, and quarters that 
exceed members' single-type 
minimum standards) in any 
capacity Oncluding field and sea 
,---"",,-,AD'TOr "d Ih, lik,) 
1






assigned to or occupies adequate 
govemment quarters in any capacity, 
including hospital, brig, ship, and the 
like; except temporary occupancy for 
30 consecutive days or less (CO may 
authorize more than 30 days) and 
temporary occupancy of govemment 
quarters assigned to another member I 
~"rOd'~ I 
~~~_~mE:~!~. I ~e Table 2.2 1 
Figure 5. L BAQ Smgle 
Streamlining the 17 rules in tht: dt:termination processes for MSMs has two 
approaches. The first approach deals with the 14 rules concerning payment ofBAQ-W. The 
most common condition throughout the t:ight ru les for MSMs that lead to payment of the 
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BAQ-W rates is whether or not the MSMs are receiving BAQ-W at their PDS prior to their 
entry into one of several types of duty status. Three of the six remaining rules have a 
cormnonfactor of no entitlement to BAQ at the PDS. One rule, rule 10 (Figure 2.22), has 
a singular condition. Therefore, the detennination process for the payment of BAQ-W can 
be streamlined to just five rules. Rule 10 would remain unchanged and the remaining 13 rules 
would be consolidated into the four rules diagramed in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 
ift. dIol\'OIalu. "'.""'_ ..... 
• 1OoI"sQ"'IuOC .. __ •• _~. 
=~.=~~l;'::~:=p~ 
old_orund .. ......-.. _ ...... 
• _'d ..... OC ...... (noIiojury) 
"""'.1<0 ...... "'''''''' ... _ ....... 
1 ... oIP., .... ~;"s_IoBAQ.' 
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member and DEPNs do nottemporanly 
occupygoYernmentquarterswhennotin 
route to a new PDS under PCS orders or 
awaiting orders in connection with PEB 
proceedinlOs, but when in route may 
temporarilyoccupygo~ernmentquartef!! 01 
transientfacilnies/or 30 days or less, or 
maytltmporarity occupy govemment 
quartersassiQnedtoanothermemberfor 
l essthan90day$atsameloca~on J 
~-~ home on PCS awaiting orders in connection with PEB 
proc~edrngs I 








The second approach deals with the payment of BAQ-P Two of the three rules that 
leads to payment ofBAQ-P are based on a MSMs assignment to STGQ The remaining rule, 
rule 3 (Figure 224) pertains to assigrunent on sea duty. So, the determination proce~~ for 
payment ofDAQ-P can be streamlined to two rules. Figure 5.4 outlines the two rules 
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married to another member with no 
DEPNs other than spouse and is 
assigned to STGQ (no ENTwhen 
assjgned to FT government quarters) 
or on sea duty and married to another 
member with no DEPNs otherlhan 
spouse and occupies FT government 
quarters assigned to spouse when the 






occupying STGQ Wh0t]' 
DEPNs reside in FT 
government quarters. 
provided the FT government 
quarters are not assigned 
underlhe member's eligibi li ty 
Figure 5.4. BAQ Married 
Finally, the detennination process for payment ofBAQ to DSSMs is reviewed for 
possible streamlining. The detennination process for payment of the BAQ rates listed in 
Tables 2.1 and 2.3 contains 13 rules, with 12 of the 13 connected by a legal order or 
requirement to pay child support and 10 of the 13 connected by a member-to-member 
relationship in which a requirement to pay child support is involved. The one excluded rule, 
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rule I (Figure 2.25), deals with payment ofBAQ when no required child suppon arrang~ment 
~xists Here, the d~t~rmination process can be str~amlin~d by consolidating rules 4 through 
13 (Figures 2.26 through 2.28) while leaving rules I through 3 unchanged (Figure 2.25) 
Figure 5.5 depict.~ the consolidation of the rules 
~:;,~:::or I 
I se",c. ~mber 
I 
I fi:~"".=:;:~~ ::.r;:o; by 
I i";g:~·~~~;";':'~~a'::~":~ . 
i suppon m""rrtlmontandneithor 
m.m~r Is "uigned to or 




r5 ~ntltl.dlo,"" period 01 
m:::'~:I~~:~:.:::=to 
I 
. thlrdp. rty,on~onem"y I 
roce .... S ... Q_WonboohoW of ttlo 
_ _ ~I 
Figure 5.5. BAQ Divorced or Separated 
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The rules in the determination process for payment of the BAQ-DIFF rates in Table 2.4 to 
DSSMs remain unchanged as shown in Figure 2.29 
B. VHA 
The payment of any rate ofVHA (see Tables 3.3 and 3.4) to service members is 
conditioned upon their entitlement to BAQ and whether or not they are assigned permanently 
to government quarters. This is the common theme for all 38 rules in the determination 
processes for payment ofVHA. 
There are five rules in the determination process for payment ofVHA-WO to SSMs. 
Four of the five lead to payment and rule 3 is the lone rule that leads to no entitlement 
Therefore, rules 1,2, 4, and 5 (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) are targets for consolidation and rule 3 
remains unchanged. Figure 5.6 illustrates the consolidation 
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isassignedloilPDS ,I iSOrderedtoe~~1 
locatedinahighccstarea PDS whil e residing ,nprivate 
Inside GONUS or IS a newly quarters and enttied to Vt-IA or is 
enllsted,inducted,or ]residing in pnvate quarters and is 
reenlisted member" Officer, I ordered to moW! into !jlovemment 
and officer csnd,date quarters pnorto exp,ration 01 
I O'"'"""j' _,.,m,,' 
~ i ~I E;as:~~e_e ~~3,3 
I 
Notes: amembelorderedto 
actJ .... duty's enti~edto,.., offl;et 
rate until member arrives atll1e 
duty station prescribed in the 
orders; amemberrequireoto 
honorthe currentleaseisentiUed 
for a rnaximum 0130 days 
FIgure 5,6. VHA Smgle. 
For MSMs, the determination process contains 20 rules Of the 20 rules, six are 
centered around overseas tours of duty by MSMs, four pairs have a shared connection, and 
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six others have singular conditions. Through consolidation, the 20 rules in the determination 
process were streamlined to eight. Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 depict the eight rules 





treatment:,d :;S nospital i. 
Notes: fordealh.!heENTislor. 
maximum ofl80daYSlItthe PDS .... 1es 
unless the DEPNs we ... overseas. then 
1tIe .... ",willbebasedon!helitaofthe ... 
",Ioca~on: IortlVllCUlltion.1he ENT is lor 
II maximum cl160days if!hequllrte~ 
are maintained; whenon:lenodlo 
go .... mmentquartel"$. the ENTis lura 
maximumcf30 dllYS 
Figurc 5.7. VHA Married 
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~re noiassigned 
is assigned an unaccompanied 
tour al a PDS outsjde CONUS or is 
IS I05signed an 
unaccompanied tour in AlilSka 
01 Hawaii and DEPNs restde 
inside CONUS o. is assigned 
to a PDS in Alaska a,Hawaii 
and DEf>Ns reside inside 
&erving a tour of duty at a PDS 
outside CONUS and DEPNs reside 
inside CONUS in. high cost area 
or member is assigned to II PDS 
inside CONUS and DEPNs reside I CONUS in a high Cost a rea 
L 
Note: if inside CONUS, DEPNs entiUed to 
VHA-W at piKe of residenc e and member 
entitl ed to VHA-WO; if DEPNs outside 
CONUS, member is entitled to VHA-WO: 
if DEPNs 'lisi! m ember'S assigned to a PDS 
in Alaska, Hawai i, orouts,de CONUS for 
more tnan 90 days (uniesselllended by 
illnessoremergency),ltlenmemberonly 
entitled to oneVHA·Wlorti1e locabonof 
lhedutystatJon 
Figure 5.9 , VHA Married. 
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inside CONUS or at a 
designatedplace,nside 
CONUS tnal is a hIgh cost 
INm. ,,, """::] pl""8,ratew, llbe bitSed on l oc~ton of 
des,gnatedplace 
Figure 5.10 VHA Married 
Finally, there are 13 rules that govtm the dtttrmination proctss for payment ofVHA 
to DSSMs. Thtse rules lead to payment of either VHA-W or VHA-WO. Over half of the 
rules (eight) deal with payment of child support or legal and physical custody of dependtnts 
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The remaining five rules are basically singular in nature Nonetheless, consolidation of these 
13 rules is feasible and the results are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 
I Di~""" I 
I Separated 
I Service Member 
whose DEPNs are evacuated from the 
member's PDS whi le res iding in private 
quarters, whose command sponsored DEPNs 
reSide al a designated place inside CONUS, is 
ordered to move into government quarters prior 
to e)(pira~on of the lease on private quarters, or 
is assigned to a PDS inside CONUS and is 
entitled to BAQ-W or BAQ-WO plus BAQ-DIFF 
solely for ch ild support and permanent 
government quarters are not assigned or 
occupied jointly with DEPNs 1 
Table 3 4 
has DEPNs and is entilledto BAQ-W ,I 
or BAQ-DIFF solely for child support I 
and is assigned 10 government 
quarters, is residing in inadequate 
government quarters, or has DEPNs 
and _is entilled to BAQ-DIFF solely lor 
child support and IS assigned to a 
PDS outside CONUS and is 
authorized a housing allowance 
~o Entitlement 
EXist ~.;,~,::ms:o: 
~-c--~~ I Notes lor eVilCl.latlon ENT 
~ I~o~~te~:r:~e~d:a:nr:t: 
based on locilUon 01 DEPNs f----
I residence; if ordered 10 government ql.larters, ENT 
not to exceed 30dilYs 
Figure 5.11 . VHA Divorced or Separated 
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who has legal custody ofDEPNs , who 
has legal and physical custody of the 
DEPNs and dies while assigned to a PDS 
inside or outside CONUS, or who has 
physical custody of DEPNs for more than 
90 days (a break 015 or fewer days is 
allowed). or is divorced or separated from 
another member and each member has 




I~ E."',S .. I T,bI.3.4 
Notes for death of member. ENT is lor a 
maximum 01180 days for the rate of the 
member's POS unless the Secretary concemed 
intervenes and if DEPNs relocate to inside 
CONUS then rate based on l oca~on of DEPNs; 
for newly joined , entitled to offset rate for site 
ordered to active duty if without OEPNs and for 
site ofOEPNs if with DEPNs from the day first 
entitled to BAa until the day before member 
arrives at initial PDS (lfDEPNs overseas. rate 
determined in same manner as without OEPNs) 
Figure S. 12. VHA Divorced or Separated 
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C. ORA 
OHA is payable to service members on active duty who are stationed outside CONUS 
and live in privately leased or owned quaners These are conditions for all \7 rules in the 
determination processes for payment of any rate ofOHA listed in Tables 4.\ through 4.4 
There are only three rules in the determination process for payment ofOHA-WO to SSMs 
The three rules can be consolidated into one. The new rule for the streamlined determination 
process for payment ofOHA-WO is displayed in Figure 5.13 
Figure 5. \ 3. OHASingle 
The detennination process for MSMs has the most rules, nine, of any status category 
within OHA Six lead to payment and three lead to no payment. The three rules that lead to 
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no payment can be consolidated into one and the other six rules can be consolidated into one 
figure 5. 14 shows the result ofstrcamlining the nine rules into two rules in the determination 
process for payment of OHA-W 
1 
iSnol""'~n.d!Coroco"P' •• ~o .... r""'.nl qu.~.rs 
joinlty",ilhDEPNs,who •• OEPNs.mv.ll or,,"rth. 
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..... "ntal 'gr .. m. nt.""i" • . i.in. h ldor ••• duty 
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• ""il.bI. for ... ignm. nt or i .... d. qu . .. g<MIImm.nt 
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T. blo fo, .r • • 
T 
fIolo: when ord.r.dinlO 
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:7:~ :~:.t;: :::';~!~ 
lOd. )" 
Figure 5,14 OHA Married. 
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Lastly, DSSMs may receive payment of either OHA-WO or OHA-W. There are five 
rules in the determination process, in which three lead to payment and two lead to no 
payment The five rules can be consolidated into two. Figure 5.15 illustrates the 
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OHA Divorced or Separated. 
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VI. COMBINED ENITrLEMENT REVIEW 
This chapter examines the feasibility of combining the amounts payable to military 
members from the three entitlements into one entitlement bitSed only on service members' 
status category. BAQ is the basis for payment ofVHA and OHA; so, the examination will 
he conducted by exploring the outcomes of two possibilities explained in the following 
paragraphs 
The first possibility is to combine the tables from all three entitlements into one set of 
tables, without making any changes to the present payment rates for service members. For 
an example using the single status category, Tables 2.1, 2.2, ).1,3 .3,4.1, and 4.2 would be 
combined into one tabie, hut none of the contents in ahy table would be altered. The same 
would apply to the tables for the other status categories as well. The outcome is one set of 
tables for all three entitlements that does not change the payment amounts received by service 
members who are otherwise entitled; but, there is no significant benefit from this cosmetic 
alteration for either the financial managers within the 000 or for the service members. In 
fact, this outcome may be counter productive to the goal of simplicity 
The second possibility is to consolidate the 321 designated high costs areas for VHA 
and 70 countries and/or territories for ORA before combining them with the BAO rates. For 
example, the state of California has 26 designated high cost areas within its borders. That 
means there are 26 different maximum VHA rates payable to a service member who resides 
in nongovernment housing in the state of California. Ifthere was one VHA rate in California 
and in every other state in the United States plus in Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of 
Columbia for each pay grade, then the 321 designated high cost areas would be consolidated 
to 5] . The same concept can be applied to OHA The result would be a consolidation from 
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the many different aHA rates within each country and/or territory to just one aHA rate for 
all cities and provinces within Japan and the other 69 countries and/or territories 
The problem here is that the range of the current maximum rates for VHA or 
maximum.rental ceilings for aHA for a designated high cost area or overseas country and/or 
territory is quite wide. As an example, using the maximum VHA rates payable to enlisted 
single service members (SSMs) in the pay grade E-3 who reside in nongovernment housing 
in San Francisco and in Barstow, California, respectively. the JFTR [Ref. 3] lists the rates as 
~268.94 and ~64 . 63. That yields a range of approximately ~204 . 00. Now for an example of 
OHA, Appendix K of the JFTR [Ref. 3] is used, as well as the same pay grade, and the 
amount ofOHA that would be payable will be computed for two cities in Japan (effective 16 
April 1995), lfthe E-3 SSMs were residing in nongovernment housing in Okinawa, the OHA 
rate payable would be $1 ,000.40 (computed by using a rental ceiling of $96750 and a 
UIRMA of $287.00) and the OHA rate would be $6,100.70 (computed by using a rental 
ceiling of $6,067.80 and a UIRMA of $287.00) in Tokyo. This yields a range of 
approximately $5, 10000. The same type of computations would be used to find the ranges 
for the married status category as well The ranges for both single and married service 
members would apply for divorced or separated members (DSSMs), because DSSMs are 
entitled to the payment amounts for either of the other two status categories (i.e., BAQ. 
OHA, and YHA at the with-dependents or the without.dependents rates). 
Whatever the single rate would be for each state or overseas country and/or territory, 
it should be equitable to both the DoD (which could bear a considerable additional financial 
burden from a single rate that is higher than the current rate service members are receiving) 
and the service members (who could bear a considerable additional financial burden from a 
single rate that is lower than the current rate they are receiving). And that appears to be 
impossible, unless the current pay rates are considered inequitable. To illustrate this point, 
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ifVHA were a single rate 0[$20000 for E-3 SSMs in California, the SSMs residing in San 
Francisco would lose 568,94 in entitlement while the SSMs residing in Barstow would gain 
$135 ,37 in entitlement. Fur OHA, with a single rental ceiling of 53,000.00, the SSMs 
residing in Okinawa would gain $2,032.50 in entitlement while the SSMs residing in Tokyo 
would lose $3 ,067.80 in entitlement. Combining these single rates for each pay grade with 
the rates ofBAQ for each pay grade would, agail\ produce onc table from two (i,e" combine 
Table 2. 1 with the single rates for the slates plus Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia 
and again with the single rates for the overseas countries and/or territories). However, no 
single rate would be equitable to all concerned 
Next, the issue of payment ofBAQ-P needs to be addressed Currently, BAQ-P 
ranges from approximately 7 percent of the BAQ-WO rate for flag officer SSMs (0-7 and 
above) to approximately 4 percent of the RAQ-WO rate for the very junior enlisted SSMs (E-
3 and below). So, one possibility is to discontinue the payment ofBAQ-P as insignificant 
That means service members assigned to single type government quaners (STGQ) (i.e,. 
barracks) would be paid no entitlement. This results in a cost savings for the DoD and in a 
monetary loss for the service members who would have been entitled otherwise. It would 
also be less cumbersome than the present process. Another possibility is to continue \I:ith the 
present system So, Table 2.2 (see Chapter II) would remain in the payment process and 
there would be neither , a DoD cost savings or a monetary loss for the service members 
assigned to STGQ 
Lastly, there is a unique problem with the status category ofDSSMs that must be 
addressed, That is the payment of BAQ-DlfF. Recall that BAQ-DlFF is paid to those 
DSSMs who are authorized to receive BAQ solely by reason of payment of child suppon and 
the requirement is documented after 5 December 1991. In some cases, DSSMs may be 
entitled to BAQ-WO and BAQ-D1FF, BAQ-WO, BAQ-UIFF, and YHA-WO, or BAQ-WO, 
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BAQ-DIFF, and OHA-WO. One solution would be to simply discontinue the payment of 
BAQ-DIFF in this case. It would result in a cost savings for the DoD and in a monetary loss 
for the service members who would have been entitled otherwise_ Also, it would be easier 
to administer than the present process_ The alternative solution is for service members to 
receive the entitlement So, Table 2.4 (see Chapter m would remain in the payment process 
The 000 does not realize any cost savings and the DSSMs who are entitled otherwise do not 
suffer a monetary loss from its elimination This is more equitable; although, it would require 
the inclusion of additional tables to fit the scenarios mentioned earlier in this paragraph, which 
is counter productive to simplicity 
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VII. SUMMARY 
The first four chapters are informational in nature. Chapter I discusses the basis for 
this thesis It provides a brief scenario that emphasizes a need for this research, a short 
background on the references used for this research, and a compact set of definitions for the 
DoD unique tenninology presented in this research. Chapters II through IV, respectively, 
illustratt: through the u~e of flow charts the complex, cumber~omt:, and numerous rules 
involved in the determination processes for entitlement to the three housing allowances, BAQ, 
VHA, and OHA, for the three status categories of service members, single, married, and 
divorced or separated 
In Chapter V, an atlempt was made to streamline the determination processes fur each 
entitlement by consolidaling the rul~ involved in the processes. The attempt was successful 
in that the 129 rules in the detennination processes for the payment of the three housing 
allowances were (;Qn50lidated into just 39 rules. For BAQ, the 74 rules in the determination 
process were consolidated to 19. For VIlA, the]8 rules in the determination process were 
consolidated to 15. Finally, for OHA, the 17 rules were consolidated to five. lust as 
important as the nearly 70 percent consolidation in the rules are the facts that the streamlining 
process does not alter the intent of any rule for the three entitlements as currently prescribed 
in the references and does not change the payment amounts of the three entitlements as it 
currently exists. Therefore, the streamlined determination processes are easier, less 
cumbersome. and speedier than the present processes and should be adopted for use by the 
DoD for financial managers tasked with the responsibility of determining service memben' 
entitlement to BAQ, VHA, and OHA 
Chapter VI explores the possibilities of comhining the amounts payable to service 
members from the three entitlements into one entitlement based solely on the memhers' status 
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category of single, married, and divorced or separated It contains two possibilities for this 
purpose 
The first possibility proposes to combine the tables from all three entitlements into one 
set of tables, without making any changes to the present payment rates for service members 
The result would be a cosmetic alteration that provides no significant benefit to the 000 in 
terms of cost reduction or system simplicity 
In the second possibility, the VHA and OHA rates are consolidated prior to being 
combined v.ith the BAQ rates. A single rate (instead ofthe current structure of variable rates) 
for payment of both VHA and OHA is considered and the financial impact of this mass 
consolidation by state, country and/or territory, respectively, for VHA and OHA is illustrated 
This possibility produces one entitlement; but, unless the present pay rates are considered 
inequitable, it would be nearly impossible to develop a single pay rate system that would be 
equitable to both the DoD and the service members 
Also, Chapter VI makes suggestions about the payment ofBAQ-P and BAQ-DIFF 
It gives options of either continuing with the present system of payments or discontinuing the 
payment of these entitlements. If the continuing option is selected, the payment process is 
not simplified, the 000 realizes no cost savings, and the service members suffer no monetary 
loss. On the other hand, selection of the discontinuing option results in a much easier 
payment process, in cost savings for the 000, and in a small monetary loss for the service 
members. In this period of shrinking staffing levels and dwindling dollars, the latter option 
should be considered 
Finally, there is a consideration that would equally enhance the current systems and 
the proposed systems_ This consideration is computer automation of both the detennination 
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processes for entitlement to military allowances and the processes for payment of military 
allowances. loint research on this consideration by information systems and financial 
management personnel is enthusiastically rcwmmcndcd 
113 
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